The rigidity of a matrix measures the number of entries that must be changed in order to reduce its rank below a certain value. The known lower bounds on the rigidity of explicit matrices are very weak. It is known that stronger lower bounds would have implications to complexity theory. W e consider weaker forms of the rigidity problem over the complex numbers. Using spectral methods, we derive lower bounds on these variants. W e then give two applications of such weaker forms. First, we show that our lower bound on a variant of rigidity implies lower bounds on size-depth tradeoffs for arithmetic circuits with bounded coeficients computing linear transformations. These bounds generalize a recent result of Nisan and Wigderson. The second application is conditional; we show that it would sufice to prove lower bounds on certain weaker forms of rigidity to conclude several separation results in communication complexity theory. Our results complement and strengthen a result of Razborov.
Introduction
The rigidity of a matrix A over a field lF, denoted R; (r) , is the number of entries of A that must be changed to reduce its rank below r.
Proving lower bounds on the rigidity, and related functions, of "explicit" matrices is a fundamental question with applications in algebraic circuit complexity [V, P, PRS, SS], communication networks [PI, branching programs [BRS] , threshold circuits [KW] , and communication complexity [RI. Valiant [VI introduced the concept of rigidity and showed that almost all n x n matrices have a rigidity of ( nr ) 2 over an infinite field and R((nr)'/logn) over a finite field. Pudldk and Rod1 F R ] showed a similar result for (O,I)-matrices over R Valiant pro- posed the problem of finding an expcplicit matrix with high rigidity in view of its application to algebraic cir-cuit complexity: proving R ; ( E~) [PV, KS] ) and Razborov [RI. A good candidate for high rigidity over 1 seems to be an Hadamard matrix. However, the best known lower bound for such a matrix is only R(n2/r2) due to Alon [A].
In view of this poor state of affairs, it seems natural to consider restricted versions of rigidity and their applications to computational complexity. Such an approach was first taken by Krause and Waack [KW] . They use spectral methods to derive lower bounds on a weak form of the rigidity function (which they call "variation rank") and use them to prove lower bounds on certain depth-2 circuits. In this paper, we expand the scope of spectral techniques as well as the range of applications of weak rigidity of matrices over the real and complex numbers. We derive new lower bounds on certain variants of rigidity. We show that these weaker problems still have interesting consequences in complexity theory.
Our first variant of rigidity considers the Lz-norm of changes (as opposed to the number of changes) needed to reduce the rank below a certain value. Lower bounds on this norm are used to prove lower bounds on size-depth tradeoffs. In a linear circuit, each gate computes a linear combination of its inputs. We show lower bounds of the form O ( T L ' + ' /~) on the size of linear circuits of depth d with bounded coefficients that compute linear transformations given by explicit classes of matrices. This generalizes a recent result of Nisan and Wigderson [NW] .
Other weaker forms of rigidity we consider constrain the changes in absolute value and in sign. Such questions are relevant to communication complexity. We prove the conditional result that it would suffice to prove lower bounds on such weaker forms to separate the communication complexity analogs of PH and PSPACEa long standing open question in communication complexity [BFS] . This result strengthens a result of Razborov [RI. Finally, when changes to the entries of an Hadamard matrix are bounded in absolute value by a constant, we get asymptotically optimal lower bounds, fl(n(n -T ) ) , on the number of changes needed to reduce its rank below r .
At the same time, our techniques are general enough to yield a number of known results. These include an alternate proof of Alon's [A] lower bound of 0(n2/r2) on the rigidity of an Hadamard matrix. We also obtain a generalization of a lower bound due to Krause and Waack [KW] on "variation rank" of an Hadamard matrix as a corollary to one of our results.
Another byproduct is a lower bound on the rank of a matrix B in terms of its "inner product" with another matrix A and the spectral norms of A and B. An inequality due to Hoffman and Wielandt [HW] plays a central role in our proofs. We note that this inequality was also used by Nisan and Wigderson [NW] and simultaneously and independently in a previous version of the present paper [L] . Our use of the Hoffman-Wielandt inequality, however, differs from its use by Nisan and Wigderson in several respects leading to our more general results.
We consider lower bounds on linear circuits over C with bounded coefficients that compute linear transformations. While this is a severe restriction, considering this model has some motivation, as discussed in [NW] . Most significantly, no superlinear lower bounds are known in the general model for explicitly defined matrices l . In fact, even for depth 2, with no restrictions on the coefficients, the best known lower bound is only f l ( n ( l~g n )~/~) due to Pudliik, Rod1 and Sgall [PRS] . Second, Morgenstern [MO] and Chazelle [C] suggest linear circuits with bounded coefficients as a natural model. Morgenstern observes that natural algorithms like FFT use only small constants, and actually proves that under this restriction, the n l o g n upper bound is lShoup and Smolensky [SS] give a lower bound of fl(n log n/ log d ) on the size of a depth d linear circuit. However, the entries of the matrix they construct grow doubly exponentially with the dimension of the matrix and hence that mat& cannot be said to be "explicitly given" in some natural sense of the phrase.
optimal. Chazelle argues that for algorithms in computational geometry, the finite representation of numbers is essentially equivalent to bounded coefficients. We note that Chazelle directly relates (i.e., without using rigidity) the complexity of a linear circuit with bounded coefficients computing a linear transformation to its spectrum and proves similar n l o g n lower bounds in this model for geometric range-query problems.
In this paper, we prove a general lower bound on the size-depth tradeoff for a linear circuit with bounded coefficients computing a linear transformation given by a complex matrix A. The lower bound is given as a function of the spectrum of A. The bounds are interesting for matrices A such that the matrix AA* has fl(n) eigenvalues of value fl(n'). Classes of such matrices include the Fourier transform matrix, any Hadamard matrix and the incidence matrix of a projective plane. For such matrices, our lower bounds take the form fi(n1+'/2d) on the size of a linear circuit of depth d and bounded coefficients. Our result actually has a clean matrix interpretation:
we prove a lower bound of fl(n1+'/2d) on the minimum of IIB1II1 + -.. + I J B d l l l over all factorizations
where llBll1 is the sum of absolute values of the entries of B and A is any of the matrices mentioned above. In particular, this yields as a corollary the lower bounds of fl(n1+6) due to Nisan and Wigderson [NW] on the bilinear formula complexity with bounded coefficients computing the bilinear forms given by these classes of explicit matrices.
We next turn our attention to Boolean complexity. Babai, Frank1 and Simon [BFS] defined analogs of various complexity classes, like PH, PP, @P, PSPACE, etc., in Yao's [Yal] two-party communication complexity model (denoted by PH"" , etc.,). In this model, the characteristic function of a language LA on pairs of m-bit strings can be thought of as a 2" x 2m boolean matrix A, (with 0-1 or fl entries), where n := 2".
Razborov [RI proves that good lower bounds on rigidity over a finite field imply strong separation results in communication complexity: For an explicit infinite sequence of (0,l)-matrices {A,} and a finite field I ! $ , there is an explicit language LA PH"" . At present, no explicit languages are known to be outside CqC.
We remark that lower bounds in this communication complexity model imply lower bounds in Boolean circuit complexity. An example involving ACC will be mentioned in Section 4. We complement and strengthen the results of Razborov [R] by relating variants of the rigidity prob-if Z:(r) 2 n2/2(1OgT)'(') for r > -2 ( h l o g n ) Y ( 1 ) , then lem over IR to separation questions in communication complexity. To state our results, let R: (r,8) denote the number of entries of a matrix A that must be changed to reduce its rank (over IR ) below T , where the new matrix B after the changes is constrained to satisfy 1 5 lbzJl 5 8 for all i, j . Then, we show the following: For an explicit infinite sequence of f l matrices { A , } , for all constants c1, c2 > 0 and for some r 2 then LA
We are able to prove the following lower bound for any Hadamard matrix H :
For any constant c > 0 and T 5 n/2(iag1agn)e, improving this lower bound to involve separate arbitrary positive constants on the 1.h.s. and r.h.s., respectively, would give a language in PSPACE'" -PH"" .
Rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we define various forms of the rigidity function and prove our lower bounds on them. Section 3 contains the lower bound proofs on size-depth tradeoffs. Applications of matrix rigidity to the P H vs PSPACE question in communication complexity and ACC are given in Section 4. Finally, we conclude the paper with some open questions in Section 5.
Lower Bounds on Rigidity
We will denote the set of all n x n complex matrices by PXn . We will omit the superscript in the notation 725 when F is the field C. We give below the formal definitions of the rigidity function and some variants:
Definition 1 Rigidity: For a matrix M , let w t ( M ) denote the number of nonzero entries in M .
Let A E CX" and 8 2 1.
We prove our lower bounds for a "Generalized Hadamard Matrix." Although we state our results for this class of matrices, our proof technique can be adapted to prove lower bounds on rigidity and its variants of any matrix in terms of its spectrum.
Definition 2 A n n x n complex matrix H is called a Generalized Hadamanl matrix if (i) lhzJ[ = 1 for all 1 5 i, j 5 n, and (ii) HH* = n I, where H* is the conjugate transpose of H and I, is the n x n identity matrix.
Note that when H has only real entries, h, = k l , and we get the usual definition of an Hadamard matrix. Also when h, = 5'3, where c is a primitive nth root of unity, we get the "Fourier Transform Matrix (Character table of the cyclic group)." More generally, the character table of any finite abelian group G (DFT matrix for G) is a Generalized Hadamard matrix.
Our results in this section are summarized below. We give the proofs in Section 2.1.
Theorem 2.1 Let H be a n n x n Generalized Hadamard matrix. Then
Note that Theorem 2.1 (ii) immediately implies that when the changes are bounded by a constant, we get the asymptotically optimal lower bound Q ( n ( n -r ) ) on the number of changes needed to reduce the rank of H below r. We note that improving this lower bound to involve separate arbitrary positive constants on the 1.h.s. and r.h.s., respectively, would give a language outside PH"" (see Theorem 4.1). The language corresponding to the function "inner product mod 2" is in PSPACE"" . The associated infinite family of matrices are Hadamard (called Sylvester matrices). Thus the improvement mentioned above would give an explicit language in PSPACE"" -PH"" .
2.1
Proof of Theorem 2.1 nitions and facts:
The Frobenius norm of A is Before we prove the theorem, we recall some defi- We note that for a generalized Hadamard matrix H , .,(If) = fi for all i, 1 5 i 5 n. 
Remark 2.8
We see that any submatrix with nl+' entries of a generalized Hadamard matrix must have rank at least ne. We remark that Borodin, Razborov and Smolensky [BRS] proved a lower bound of O(n'/ logn) over a broader class of fields for the Generalized Fourier Transform Matrix. They applied it to derive lower bounds on a restricted model of branching programs. r 2 ll~ll"Fll~l12 L 1 1~1 1~/ 1 1~1 1 2 * We now conclude the proof of Theorem 2.1(i): Clearly, for any r , we need to change at least nr entries to bring the rank of the full rank matrix H down to r .
The rest of the proof follows from Corollary 2.7 and a counting argument identical to Alon's [A] . We include it for completeness. Suppose there are fewer than n 2 / ( r + 1)2 changes in H. Then, there is an (r + 1) x n submatrix in which there are fewer than n / ( r + 1) changes. By removing the columns in which a change occurred, we get an ( r + 1) x t submatrix in which no change took place, where t > nn / ( r + 1).
Hence by Corollary 2.7, this submatrix has rank at least ( r + 1) since ( r + l ) t / n > r . This shows that at least n 2 / ( r + 1)2 changes must occur to reduce the rank below r + 1.
To prove Parts (ii) We omit the proof of Theorem 2.l(ii) since it is similar to the one below for Theorem 2.l(iii).
We note that we can prove a better lower bound than implied by Theorem 2.l(ii) on the rank of the new matrix B , when we also know a lower bound on the magnitude of the entries of B. This is the case if, for example, B is an integer matrix with no zero entries like the one constructed in the proof of Theorem 4.1.
We now conclude the proof of Theorem 2.l(iii):
Let B be a matrix such that wt(H -B ) = R; (r,fl) .
Define E to be the fraction of entries where the "angle" of the complex number bij differs from that of hi,.
Clearly, wt (H -B) 
Since rank(B') = ranlc(B) = r , we also have, using Fact 2.5(i) that, n (a,(H)ai(B'))' 2 aE(H)(n-r) = n(n-r).
(2)
2=1
From inequalities (1),(2) and Theorem 2.9, n(nr ) 5 n2(1 -1/8)2 + n2e (4 -(1 -1/0)2) . (3) This gives, @&-,e)
This concludes the proof of Theorem 2.1.
We conclude this section with the following lemma that may be of independent interest. It is a simple consequence of the Hoffman-Wielandt inequality (Theorem 2.9) and generalizes Lemma 2.6. A linear circuit is a directed acyclic graph whose inputs are labeled by elements of (21, . . . , z n } and edges are labeled by nonzero scalars from the field IF. Each internal node (a linear gate) of the circuit computes a linear combination of its inputs; the coefficients of the linear combination are given by the scalars on the input wires to the gate. Hence every gate computes a linear form in the input vector x . A circuit is said to compute the linear forms {fi, . . . , f m } if each of the f a is computed at some internal node of the circuit. Given an m x n matrix A, the linear transformation i ?~ naturally defines a set of m linear forms in x. We say a circuit computes the linear transformation l A if it computes the corresponding linear forms. The size of a linear circuit is the number of wires in it. The depth of a circuit is the length of the longest path from an input to an output. Let d d ] ( l~) denote the minimum size of a depth d linear circuit (with n inputs and m outputs) computing t~.
Lemma 2.10 Let
A bilinear formula for bA is defined by t pairs of vectors p,,q,, 1 5 i 5 t, for some t , such that t i=l The size of this bilinear formula is defined to be t C ( w t ( p a ) + W t ( q a ) ) . a=1 Recall that w t ( p ) denotes the number of non-zero entries of the vector p . Such a formula is naturally represented by a depth-3 tree T where the root of T is an unbounded fan-in addition gate, the next level has multiplication gates of fan-in 2, and the bottom level has linear gates. The pair of inputs to the i-th multiplication gate compute linear forms $a: and gTqz. The non-zero coefficients of these linear forms appear as the scalars on the input wires of the bottom level gates. The size of the bilinear formula is then the number of leaves of this tree. Let L(bA) denote the minimum size of a bilinear formula computing bA. The next lemma is implicit in [P, Sec. 31. We include its proof for completeness.
Definition 4 For a matrix

Lemma 3.1 FOT any matrix A1 '%(A) 2 C L d l ( e~) 2 wd(A)/d.
Proof: Let C be a depth d circuit computing e A . At the expense of a factor of d, we can assume that the circuit C is leveled, i.e., for k = 0 , . . . , d -1, wires go from level k only to level k + 1. Let tk be the number of nodes on level k . Thus to = n and td = m. For 1 5 k 5 d define the tk-1 X tk matrix Bd-k+l by setting its (i,j)-th entry, ,13:t-k+1) , to be the scalar on the wire connecting the i-th node on the lc-th level 0 if there is no such edge). Let .zk be the lengthtk vector computed by nodes at level k . Then, it is easy to see that z k = Bd-k+lZk-l. so, we must have Ax = z d = B1 . . . . . B~z , since z d is the output vector of C and zo = z is its input vector. Furthermore, the number of wires between levels k and k -1 is equal to the number of nonzero entries in Bd-k+l. Thus A = B1 . . . . . Bd and the complexity of the circuit C is Et,, Wt(Bk).
Conversely,
given a decomposition A = B1 1 . . . Bd, we can construct a leveled circuit of depth d and number of wires wt(Bk).
Corollary 3.2 L (~A )
= C3 (C[21((e~) ).
to the j-th node on the (IC -1)-st level (,13:t-k+') --Proof: From Lemma 3.1 for d = 2, it follows that CL2](eA) = O(w2(A) ). Nisan and Wigderson [NW,
Equations 1 and 21 show that L(bA) = wp(A). We will prove lower bounds, for explicit matrices A over the field C of complex numbers, on the complexity of linear circuits for !A when the scalars on the wires are bounded in absolute value by a constant. To ensure completeness, we will allow multiple wires between a pair of gates. Clearly, for asymptotic bounds, we can assume that the scalars on the wires are bounded by 1 in absolute value. We will use the subscript 1 to denote these restricted complexities: C y 1 ( ( e, ) denotes the minimum size of a depth d linear circuit computing t~ with coefficients of absolute value at most 1, and L l ( b~) denotes the minimum size of a bilinear formula computing b~ with coefficients of absolute value at most 1.
In fact, our lower bounds apply to the "L1-norm" of linear circuits: for a linear circuit C, let llCll1 denote the sum of absolute values of the scalars on the wires of C. For a matrix A, let us define IICd((e~)JI1 to be the minimum &-norm, IlClll, of a linear circuit C of depth d that computes [ A . Clearly,
Proposition 3.3 FOT any complex matrix A, CF1(eA) 2 I l c d ( e A ) l l l .
The following lemma uses ideas from [PI and [VI. We remark that this lemma and the next theorem can be proved using the Lp-norm of changes in the definition of rigidity. To make the connection to the spectrum of A explicit, we state the lemma in terms of the singular values of A. The proof uses the Hoffman-Wielandt inequality (Theorem 2.9). Form the matrix B by setting B ( i , j ) = sum of the products along the paths from input node j to output node i that go through at least one special node.
Lemma 3.4 Let
Then, rank(B) 5 T since it can be written as the sum of at most T rank-1 matrices, one for each special node. Indeed, let 9 1 , . . . , gT be the special nodes. For k = 1, . . . , T , let Zk = qzx be the linear form computed at g k . Define P to be the matrix of the linear transformation computed by the partial circuit of C with 91,. . . , gT as its inputs obtained by retaining a path from an output to a special node iff it contains no other special node in its interior. Let p k , for 1 5 IC 5 T , be the t-the column of P. Then, it is easy to shpw that B = plqr + . . . + pTqT. Since each summand is a rank-1 matrix , it follows that B has rank at most T . Now remove these special nodes and let K = A -B be the matrix corresponding to the linear transformation computed by the remaining circuit C'.
We will now estimate the L1-norm of any column kj of the matrix K . Expand the subcircuit of C' from the input j to the set of all outputs into a tree. For notational convenience, let us define the weight of a path in this tree to be the product of the scalars appearing on the edges of the path. Define the weight of the tree to be the sum of absolute values of the weights of all the paths from the root (input node j ) to the leaves of this tree (output nodes of C', possibly repeated). Clearly IlkJII1 is at most the weight of the tree. The tree has depth at most d and contains only non-special nodes. Hence the sum of the absolute values of scalars on the out-going edges of any node is at most SJr. By induction on d , it is easily seen that the weight of the tree is at most ( S / T )~. ( g j ( A ) ) ' l d ) . en<j<_n Proof: Using Holder's inequality, Setting r = en and using the bound in Lemma 3.4 and the inequality in Proposition 3.3, we get the result.
Using Corollary 3.2 and Theorem 3.5 for depth-2, we get [BFS] . In this section, we relate this question to weak rigidity. We also mention another simple question that relates weak rigidity to separating ACC and is a slight modification of a question described by Pudldk and Rod1 [PR] .
Taking a complexity theoretic view of Yao's IYal] model of communication complexity, Babai, Frank1 trices and Simon [BFS] defined analogs of various Turing Machine complexity classes. To define communication complexity classes, we consider languages consisting of pairs of strings ( x , y ) such that llcl = Jy1. Denote by C2* the universe {(x,y) : z,y E {0,1}* and 1x1 = Iyl}. For a language L C C2*? we denote its characteristic function on pairs of strings of length m by L,, where n := 2". L, is naturally represented as an n x n matrix with 0-1 or f l entries (with -1 for true and +1 for false ). Conversely, if A = {A,} is an infinite sequence of f l -matrices (where A, is n x n ) , then we can associate a language LA with A and talk about its communication complexity. LA is not necessarily unique (since the n's may be different from powers of two), but for the purposes of lower bounds we will fix one such language and refer to it as the language L A corresponding to A .
We recall the following definitions from [BFS] : 
where Iu,I = lZ(m) , U = u1 . . . uk, &k is bf f o r even and is 3 for k odd, and, 0 stands for V i f IC zs even and for A i f k is odd.
Definition 6 P E " = U , , , CF. For all constants c1,cZ > 0 , and some r 2
This theorem is proved in Section 4.1 using Tarui's [TI low-degree polynomials (over integers) that approximate ACo circuits.
In the case of an ACC circuit, we use the results of Beige1 and Tarui [BT] and Green, Kobler and TorSn [GKT] that reduce an ACC circuit to a depth-two circuit with a "MidBit" gate at the top and polylog fan-in AND gates at the bottom. A "MidBit" gate over w inputs 2 1 , . . . , x, outputs the value of the L(logw)/2J-th bit of the binary representation of the number 2,. Using this depth-two circuit in the proof of Theorem 4.1 gives us a rigidity question, which we state below, with consequences to separating ACC. When S and T are the set of positive and negative integers respectively, bounded in absolute value by 0, this becomes the definition of variation rank due to Krause and Waack [KW] . In this case, the proof of Theorem 2.1 (iii) can be adapted to infer their bound of n / e on the variation rank of an n x n Hadamard matrix. We note that this bound can be used to give an alternative proof of a result in [HR] that $P"" PP"" (see [L] ).
Paturi and Simon [PSI introduced the complexity class UPP"" (Unbounded Probabilistic P).
When S and T are positive and negative reals respectively, then proving that ~A,(S,T) >
( l o g log n)w(l)
for an explicit family {An} would yield an explicit language outside UPP"". This observation was already made by PudlAk and Rod1 [PR] . Even proving that almost all languages are outside UPPcc was a nontrivial result [AFR] , making use of Milnor-Thom bound on the number of connected components of a real algebraic variety.
In the following theorem, the sets S, and T, can be explicitly described using the "MidBit" function defined above. We will omit these details. It seems plausible that there may be explicit matrices for which the "if" part of the theorem is true for any nontrivial partition SUT of integers in the given range.
Proof of Theorem 4.1
Let L be a language in PH"" and let A, be its n x n f l -matrix, where n := 2". The theorem will follow from the following: for all c > 0, there exist c1, c2 > 0, and integer matrices {Bn}, where B, is n x n, such that (i) ~( x , y ) , 1 5 l~~( z , y ) I 5 2 ( 1 0 g ' o g n ) C 1 , (ii) rank(B,) 5 2 ( 1 0 g 1 0 g n ) e z 7 and, (iii) wt(A, -B,) 5 n 2 / 2 ( 1 0 g 1 0 g n ) C .
For simplicity of notation, let L E C r where k is odd. In Definition 5 of C r , for any fixed sequence of moves U = u1,. . . , U k , cp is a function of x and ?,b is a function of y. Define fu(.) E cp (.,u) and similarly gu(.) E $ ( . , U ) . Replacing 3 move by an OR-gate and V move by an AND-gate, we see that L has a E r protocol iff it can be expressed as the output of an and size 2p01y10g(m) where the inputs of C are f u ( x ) A g,(y) for 1 5 U 5 2po'yLog("). Hence, for all ( 5 , y ) (4) where t 5 2p0d3"og(m) is the number of possible U'S.
Considering f, as the characteristic function of a subset U, of rows and gz as that of a subset V, of columns of the (0, 1)" x {0,1}" matrix, we observe that f , ( x ) A g z ( y ) is a "rectangle" U, x V, in the matrix. We will denote this rectangle R, and identify it with the corresponding n x n (0,l)-matrix of rank 1:
From Equation (4), it follows that L is in E r iff its matrix is expressible by an ACo circuit (of quasipolynomial size) acting on a set of rank 1 matrices.
We now use the fact that an ACo circuit is wellapproximated by a low-degree polynomial over Z. Tarui where J, is the n x n all 1's matrix.
From Equation (4) Returning to our matrix interpretation, fs(z)gs (y) is a (0,l)-matrix Rs of rank 1, and then, as a matrix, @ is of rank at most Crld (: ) < 2po'y'og(t). L and @ agree on all but an E fraction of the entries. 
Open Problems
The single major open question in this area is to prove better lower bounds on the rigidity of an explicit matrix. However, we will state below two "simpler" open questions whose solutions would improve existing lower bounds.
Question 1: Give an explicit infinite family of matrices {A,} such that wz(A,) = n(,' +' ) for a constant E > 0, where w2(An) is given by Definition 4.
Generalized Hadamard matrices (see Definition 2) seem to be a good class of candidates for A, in this question.
From Lemma 3.1, wz(A) is essentially the depth-2 complexity of !A by linear circuits (with unrestricted coefficients). Presently, the best known bound on wz(A) for an explicit matrix is R ( n ( l~g n )~/~) [PRS] .
Several interesting variations of the rigidity problem arise in communication complexity theory. The concept of ACo-dimension of a family of boolean functions was introduced in [L] and it can be shown that while high rigidity implies large ACo-dimension, large ACo-dimension for an explicit family of boolean functions already gives an explicit language outside PH"".
The following open question comes up in this context: Let H, be the n x n Sylvester matrix (character table of elementary abelian 2-group), where n := 2". Let zn be obtained by switching the signs of an Efraction of entries of H,. Let F6-be the set system defined by the (0,l)-matrix (J, -H,)/2, i.e., the rows of this (0,l)-matrix define n subsets of a universe of size n. Question 2: Let E 5 2--(10g'ogn)C, for a constant c > 0. Obtain a 2(10g10gn)W(') lower bound on the size d of any family B = { G I , . . . , Gd}, G, C [n] , that generates 3e via unions, i.e., for every F E 3c, F = UZESF Gi €or some SF C [q.
A solution to this problem would separate bounded round interactive proof systems, AM"", in communication complexity from their unbounded counterparts, IP"", which is the same as PSPACE"" [L].
Question 2 with E = 0 is solved by the lower bound on variation rank of an Hadamard matrix due to Krause and Waack [KW] , and with E 5 l/&, it is solved by Theorem 2.1.
